In many cases, a logic program can be divided into two parts, so that one of them, the \bottom" part, does not refer to the predicates de ned in the \top" part. The \bottom" rules can be used then for the evaluation of the predicates that they de ne, and the computed values can be used to simplify the \top" de nitions. We discuss this idea of splitting a program in the context of the answer set semantics. The main theorem shows how computing the answer sets for a program can be simpli ed when the program is split into parts. The programs covered by the theorem may use both negation as failure and classical negation, and their rules may h a ve disjunctive heads. The usefulness of the concept of splitting for the investigation of answer sets is illustrated by s e v eral applications. First, we s h o w that a conservative extension theorem by Gelfond and Przymusinska and a theorem on the closed world assumption by Gelfond and Lifschitz are easy consequences of the splitting theorem. Second, (locally) strati ed programs are shown to have a simple characterization in terms of splitting. The existence and uniqueness of an answer set for such a program can be easily derived from this characterization. Third, we relate the idea of splitting to the notion of order-consistency.
Introduction
In many cases, a logic program can be divided into two parts, so that one of them, the \bottom" part, does not refer to the predicates de ned in the \top" part. The \bottom" rules can be used then for the evaluation of the predicates that they de ne, and the computed values can be used to simplify the \top" de nitions.
This idea of splitting a logic program into parts has a rather long history. Although it is applicable even to positive programs, it turned out to be particularly useful when negation as failure is involved. The best known application of splitting is found in the notion of a strati cation Apt et al., 1988] . In a strati ed program P, the rst stratum is a bottom part that does not contain negation as failure. Having substituted the values of the bottom predicates in the bodies of the remaining rules, we reduce P to a program with fewer strata. By applying the splitting step several times, and computing every time the \minimal model" of a positive bottom, we will arrive at the \intended model" of P. In fact, this step-by-step reduction to a series of positive programs is sometimes applicable even when P is not strati ed. This observation leads to the notion of a weakly strati ed program Przymusinska and Przymusinski, 1988] .
The notion of a strati cation has been also extended in two other directions. First, it may be possible to split a program into an in nite|or even trans nite|sequence of parts, instead of a nite number. This is what happens in locally strati ed programs Przymusinski, 1988] . (As observed above, splitting a program into nitely many parts can be achieved by repeatedly splitting into two introducing in nite splittings is a nontrivial generalization.) Second, the bottom does not need to be a positive program. This idea has led Schlipf 1992 ] to the de nition of a \strati ed pair, " and Dix 1992] to the de nitions of \relevance" and \modularity."
In this paper, we discuss splitting in the context of the \answer set semantics" of Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1991] . The main theorem shows how computing the answer sets for a program can be simpli ed when the program is split into parts. The programs covered by the theorem may use both negation as failure and classical negation, and their rules may h a ve disjunctive heads.
The usefulness of the concept of splitting for the investigation of answer sets is illustrated by several applications. First, we generalize a conservative extension theorem from Gelfond and Przymusinska, 1991] and the theorem on the closed world assumption from Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1991] , a n d show that these generalizations can be easily proved as consequences of the splitting theorem. Second, (locally) strati ed programs are shown to have a simple characterization in terms of splitting. This characterization leads to a new proof of the existence and uniqueness of an answer set for a strati ed program. Third, we relate the idea of splitting to the syntactic property o f programs called \order-consistency" that property is important in view of the fact that it implies the existence of at least one answer set Fages, 1994] . Order-consistent programs can be characterized in terms of splitting also.
After a brief review of the syntax and semantics of (disjunctive) programs (Section 2), we state the special case of the main theorem that deals with splitting a program into two parts (Section 3) and show h o w it can be applied to the study of conservative extensions (Section 4) and of the closed world assumption (Section 5). Then the main theorem is stated in full generality (Section 6) it allows us to split a program into a trans nite sequence of parts. The theorem is applied to strati ed programs in Section 7 and to order-consistent programs in Section 8. We conclude with Section 9.
Programs
We begin with a brief review of the syntax and semantics of disjunctive logic programs. Consider a nonempty set of symbols called atoms. A literal is an atom possibly preceded by the classical negation symbol :. A rule is determined by three nite sets of literals|the set of head literals, the set of positive subgoals and the set of negated s u b goals. The rule with the head literals L 1 : : : L l , the positive subgoals L l+1 : : : L m and the negated subgoals L m+1 : : : L n is written as L 1 j : : : j L l L l+1 : : : L m not L m+1 : : : not L n : We will denote the three parts of a rule r by head(r), pos(r) and neg(r) lit(r) stands for head(r) pos(r) neg(r).
A program is a set of rules. For any program P, b y lit(P) w e denote the union of the sets lit(r) for all r 2 P the literals in this set are said to occur in P.
Note that this description of the syntax of programs is in some ways di erent from what is usually found in the literature. First, a program is a set of rules, rather than a list similarly, the literals in the head and in the body of a rule are not supposed to be ordered. The order of rules and subgoals is essential for query evaluation, but it is irrelevant a s l o n g a s w e a r e interested in the declarative s e m a n tics of the program. Second, we accept an abstract view of what atoms are and say nothing about their internal structure. The most important case is when the set of atoms is de ned as the set of ground atoms of a rst-order language then a large (even in nite) set of rules can be speci ed by a single \schematic rule" with variables. Here again, the di erence between a \schematic rule" and the set of its \ground instances," fundamental for the procedural view, is irrelevant for the study of declarative properties.
A program P is positive if, for every rule r 2 P, neg(r) = . The notion of an answer set is rst de ned for positive programs, as follows. A set X of literals is closed under a positive program P if, for every rule r 2 P such that pos(r) X, head(r) \ X 6 = . ( W e w r i t e X Y when X is a subset of Y , not necessarily proper.) A set of literals is logically closed if it is consistent or contains all literals. An answer set for a positive program P is a minimal set of literals that is both closed under P and logically closed.
Now l e t P be an arbitrary program. Take a set X of literals. For each rule r 2 P such that neg(r) \ X = , consider the rule r obtained in this way is the reduct of P relative t o X, denoted by P X . W e s a y that X is an answer set for P if X is an answer set for P X .
For example, fag is an answer set for the program a not b b not a because the reduct of this program relative t o fag is f a g , a n d fag is an answer set for this reduct. The only other answer set for this program is fbg.
A l i t e r a l L is a consequence of a program P if L belongs to all answer sets for P.
For future reference, we will summarize here some simple facts about answer sets. Fact 1. If X is a consistent answer set for a program P, t h e n e v ery literal in X belongs to the head of one of the rules of P.
Fact 2. If a program P has a consistent answer set, then all answer sets for P are consistent. 
Splitting Sets
A splitting set for a program P is any s e t U of literals such that, for every rule r 2 P, i f head(r) \ U 6 = then lit(r) U. I f U is a splitting set for P, we also say that U splits P. The set of rules r 2 P such that lit(r) U is called the bottom of P relative to the splitting set U and denoted by b U (P). The set P n b U (P) i s t h e top of P relative t o U. It is clear that the head literals of all rules in P n b U (P) belong to lit(P) n U.
Every program P is split, trivially, b y the empty set and by lit(P). For an example of a nontrivial splitting, consider the following program P 1 : a b not c b c not a c :
The set U = fcg splits P 1 the last rule of P 1 belongs to the bottom, and the rst two rules form the top.
A splitting set for a program P can be used to break the task of computing the answer sets for P into several tasks of the same kind for smaller programs. This process involves the \partial evaluation" of the top of P with respect to each of the answer sets for the bottom of P.
Consider, for instance, the unique answer set for the bottom of P 1 , which is fcg. The \partial evaluation" of the top part of P 1 consists in dropping its rst rule, because the negated subgoal c makes it \useless," and in dropping the \trivial" positive subgoal c in the second rule. The result of simpli cation is the program consisting of one rule:
b not a:
( 1) The only answer set for P 1 can be obtained by adding the only answer set for (1), which i s fbg, to the answer set for the bottom used in the evaluation process, fcg.
To d e n e h o w this procedure works in general, we need the following notation. Consider two sets of literals U, X and a program P. F or each rule r 2 P such that pos(r) \ U is a part of X and neg(r) \ U is disjoint f r o m X, take the rule r Let U be a splitting set for a program P. A solution to P (with respect to U) is a pair hX Yi of sets of literals such that X is an answer set for b U (P), Y is an answer set for e U (P n b U (P) X ), X Y is consistent. For example, hfcg fbgi is the only solution to P 1 (with respect to fcg). Every literal occurring in b U (P) belongs to lit(P) \ U, and every literal occurring in e U (P n b U (P) X ) belongs to lit(P) n U. I n v i e w o f F act 1 (Section 2), it follows that, for any solution hX Yi to P, X lit(P) \ U Y lit(P) n U and consequently X \ Y = .
Splitting Set Theorem. Let U be a splitting set for a program P. A set A of literals is a consistent answer set for P if and only if A = X Y for some solution hX Yi to P with respect to U.
In Section 6, this theorem is extended to sequences of splitting sets. In view of Fact 2 (Section 2), we conclude: Corollary 1. Let U be a splitting set for a program P, s u c h that there exists at least one solution to P with respect to U. Program P is consistent, and a set A of literals is an answer set for P if and only if A = X Y for some solution hX Yi to P with respect to U. As another example, take the following program P 2 : c a c b a not b b not a: Let U = fa bg. The bottom consists of the last two rules and has two answer sets, fag and fbg. Program e U (P 2 n b U (P 2 ) fag) consists of one rule, c , and has one answer set, fcg. T h us the rst solution to P 2 is hfag fcgi.
Similarly, the second solution is hfbg fcgi. By Corollary 1, the answer sets for P 2 are fa cg and fb cg. : The only solution to P 3 with respect to fa bg is hfag f:bgi. The pair hfbg f:bgi is not a solution, because the set fb :bg is inconsistent. This set is not an answer set for P 3 .
The proof of the Splitting Set Theorem is based on the following observations. The statement of the theorem can be reformulated as follows: If U is a splitting set for P, then a consistent set X of literals is an answer set for P X if and only if X \ U is an answer set for b U (P) X\U , X n U is an answer set for e U (P n b U (P) X\ U) XnU .
Since these reducts have no common literals, the last two conditions can be combined into one: X is an answer set for b U (P) X\U e U (P n b U (P) X \ U) XnU :
On the other hand, it is easy to see that P X is the same as b U (P) X\U (P n b U (P)) X :
In the proof, we v erify that X is an answer set for (2) if and only if it is an answer set for (3). :a , e v ery literal in the language will become its consequence. One case when the conservative extension property does hold is described in Gelfond and Przymusinska, 1991] , Proposition 2.1. In this section, we state a slightly more general fact and prove it as a corollary to the Splitting Set Theorem.
A program is nondisjunctive if the head of each of its rules is a singleton.
Proposition 1. Let P be a program, and let C be a consistent set of literals that do not occur in P and whose complements also do not occur in P. L e t Q be a nondisjunctive program such that, for every rule r 2 Q, head(r) C and neg(r) lit(P). F or any literal L = 2 C, L is a consequence of P Q if and only if L is a consequence of P.
For instance, after adding the rst two rules of program P 2 to its last two rules, a and b cannot turn into its consequences (take C = fcg).
The theorem by Gelfond and Przymusinska m e n tioned above is the special case when, additionally, P is assumed to be nondisjunctive, neither P nor Q uses classical negation, and pos(r) lit(P) for every r 2 Q.
Proof of Proposition 1. Let U = lit(P). From the fact that no literal in C occurs in P, w e conclude that U splits P Q, with the bottom P and the top Q. T ake a n y consistent answer set X for P. The program e U (Q X) i s nondisjunctive and positive, and the heads of all its rules are contained in C. Since C is consistent, it follows that this program has a unique answer set Y , and Y C. F urthermore, since no literal in C has its complement i n lit(P), and since X lit(P), the set X Y is consistent. Thus, hX Yi is a solution to P Q with respect to U. Consequently, f o r e v ery consistent answer set X for P there exists a set Y C such that hX Yi is a solution to P Q moreover, if hX Yi is a solution to P Q, then Y C. By Corollary 2 to the Splitting Set Theorem, it follows that a literal L = 2 C is a consequence of P Q if and only if it is a consequence of P.
Application: Closed World Assumption
The closed world assumption rule for a literal L is the rule L not L where L stands for the literal complementary to L. Rules of this kind play a n important part in knowledge representation ( Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1991] , Section 3).
The following theorem describes the e ect of adding a set of closed world assumption rules to a program: Proposition 2. Let P be a program, let C be a consistent set of literals that do not occur in P, and let P 0 be the program obtained from P by adding the closed world assumption rules for all literals in C. I f X is a consistent answer set for P, then X f L 2 C : L = 2 Xg (4) is a consistent answer set for P 0 . Moreover, every consistent answer set for P 0 can be represented in form (4) for some consistent answer set X for P.
This theorem can be illustrated by the following example. Let the set of atoms be fp(1) p (2) q (1) q (2)g, l e t P 4 be the program p (1) :q (2) and let P 0 4 be obtained from P 4 by adding the closed world assumption rules
not :q(x) (x 2 f 1 2g). Since the only answer set for P 4 is fp(1) :q(2)g, Proposition 2 shows that the only answer set for P 0 4 is fp(1) :q(2)g f : p(2) q (1)g: Proposition 4 from Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1991] is the special case of Proposition 2 in which P is a nondisjunctive program without classical negation, and C is the set of all negative literals.
Proof of Proposition 2. Let U = lit(P). From the fact that no literal in C occurs in P we conclude that U splits P 0 and b U (P 0 ) = P. T ake a n y consistent answer set X for P. The program e U (P 6 Splitting Sequences A (trans nite) sequence is a family whose index set is an initial segment of ordinals, f : < g. The ordinal is the length of the sequence. A sequence hU i < of sets is monotone if U U whenever < , a n d continuous if, for each limit ordinal < , U = S < U . A splitting sequence for a program P is a monotone, continuous sequence hU i < of splitting sets for P such that S < U = lit(P). For instance, if U 0 is a splitting set for P, then hU 0 lit(P)i is a splitting sequence for P of length 2. Consider the well-known \even number" program P 5 :
not p(x) (x = 0 S (0) S (S(0)) : : : ). The following sequence of length ! is a splitting sequence for P 5 :
The de nition of a solution with respect to a splitting set is extended to splitting sequences as follows. Let U = hU i < be a splitting sequence for a program P. A solution to P (with respect to U) is a sequence hX i < of sets of literals such that X 0 is an answer set for b U0 (P), for any such that + 1 < , X +1 is an answer set for e U (b U +1 (P) n b U (P) X ) for any limit ordinal < , X = , S < X is consistent. It is easy to see that the solutions to P with respect to a splitting sequence hU 0 lit(P)i are the same as the solutions to P with respect to the splitting set U 0 . The only solution hX 0 X 1 : : : i to P 5 with respect to (5) This is easy to check b y induction on n.
Let U = hU i < be a splitting sequence for a program P, and let hX i < be a sequence of sets of literals. Every literal occurring in b U0 (P) belongs to lit(P) \ U 0 , and every literal occurring in e U (b U +1 (P) n b U (P) X ) ( + 1 < ) belongs to lit(P) \ (U +1 n U ). In view of Fact 1 (Section 2), it follows that, if hX i < is a solution, then X 0 lit(P) \ U 0 X +1 lit(P) \ (U +1 n U ):
It follows that the members of any solution are pairwise disjoint.
The following propositions generalize the Splitting Set Theorem and its corollaries.
Splitting Sequence Theorem. Let U = hU i < be a splitting sequence for a program P. A set A of literals is a consistent answer set for P if and only if A = S < X for some solution hX i < to P with respect to U. Corollary 1. Let U = hU i < be a splitting sequence for a program P, such that there exists at least one solution to P with respect to U. Program P is consistent, and a set A of literals is an answer set for P if and only if A = S < X for some solution hX i < to P with respect to U.
Corollary 2. Let U = hU i < be a splitting sequence for a program P. A literal L is a consequence of P if and only if, for every solution hX i < to P with respect to U, L 2 S < X . By Corollary 1, it follows that the only answer set for P 5 is fp(S n (0)) : n is eveng:
The proof of the Splitting Sequence Theorem is based on the Splitting Set Theorem.
Components
Let U = hU i < be a splitting sequence for a program P, and let hX i < be a sequence of sets of literals. Some applications of the Splitting Sequence Theorem depend on the syntactic form of the programs whose answer sets can be members of a solution:
It is clear that each rule of each of these programs is obtained from a rule of P by r e m o ving some of its subgoals. A more speci c claim regarding the structure of programs (6) can be made, using the following terminology.
For any program P and any s e t X of literals, let rm(P X) be the part of P obtained by removing all subgoals that belong to X, both positive a n d negated, from each of the rules of P. F or any program P and any splitting sequence U = hU i < for P, the programs b U0 (P) rm(b U +1 (P) n b U (P) U ) ( + 1 < )
will be called the U-components of P. For example, the U-components of P 5 are the programs f p(S n (0)) g for all n.
It is easy to see that for any s e t X of literals, e U (b U +1 (P) n b U (P) X ) is a subset of rm(b U +1 (P) n b U (P) U ). Consequently, e a c h program in (6) is a subset of a U-component o f P.
To demonstrate the usefulness of the notion of a U-component, we will
show n o w that it leads to a simple characterization of the class of strati ed programs.
A level mapping is a function from literals to ordinals. A program P is strati ed if there exists a level mapping f such that, for every rule r 2 P and any
. For instance, every positive program is strati ed: take f(L) = 0 f o r every literal L. Program P 5 is a strati ed program: take f(p(S n (0))) = n. Programs P 1 and P 2 are not strati ed.
The de nition given above is equivalent to the usual de nition of a \lo-cally strati ed" program Przymusinski, 1988] when the set of atoms is dened as the set of ground atoms of a rst-order language, and there is no classical negation. (A \nonlocal strati cation" does not make sense in the context of the abstract view of atoms accepted here.)
A rule r is a constraint if head(r) = . Clearly, if a program is strati ed, this property will not be a ected by adding or deleting constraints.
Proposition 3. A program P that does not contain constraints is strati ed if and only if it has a splitting sequence U such that all U-components of P are positive.
Proof. Assume that P is strati ed, and let f be the corresponding level mapping. Take to be the smallest ordinal that is greater than all values of f, and de ne, for every < , U = fL : f(L) < g:
It is easy to check that U = hU i < is a splitting sequence for P, and that all U-components of P are positive. Conversely, i f U = hU i < is a splitting sequence for P such that all U-components of P are positive, then we c a n de ne f(L) as the smallest such that L 2 U .
Proposition 3 leads to a new proof of a familiar property of strati ed nondisjunctive programs without classical negation ( Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1988] , Corollary 1): Proposition 4. Every strati ed, nondisjunctive program without classical negation has a unique answer set.
Proof. Let P be a strati ed, nondisjunctive program without classical negation, and let U = hU i < be a splitting sequence for P such that all Ucomponents of P are positive. Then, for any sequence hX i < of sets of literals, every program in (6) is a positive nondisjunctive program without classical negation. Consequently, e a c h of these programs has a unique answer set. It follows that the de nition of a solution can be reformulated in this case as follows: hX i < is a solution to P if X 0 is the answer set for b U0 (P), for any such that + 1 < , X +1 is the answer set for e U (b U +1 (P) n b U (P) X ) for any limit ordinal < , X = , S < X is consistent.
The rst three conditions provide a recursive de nition of hX i < . Consequently, there is exactly one sequence satisfying these conditions. Every element o f e v ery member of this sequence is an atom, so that the last condition is satis ed also.
Splitting and Order-Consistency
The notions of a \signed" program (program with a signing) Kunen, 1989] and an \order-consistent" program Sato, 1990] can be de ned as follows.
In the de nitions, P is assumed to be a nondisjunctive program without classical negation.
We s a y that P is signed if there exists a set S of atoms such that, for every rule r in P, head(r) pos(r) S neg(r) \ S = or (head(r) pos(r)) \ S = neg(r) S. Proposition 5. Let P be a nondisjunctive program without classical negation. Program P is order-consistent if and only if it has a splitting sequence U such that all U-components of P are signed.
For instance, the following program P 6 is order-consistent, but not signed: a b a not b:
Let U be the sequence hfbg fa bgi. This sequence splits P 6 , and the Ucomponents of P 6 are the signed programs f a g and .
Using Proposition 5 and the Splitting Sequence Theorem, we can derive F ages's theorem Fages, 1994] on the existence of an answer set for an order-consistent program from a similar|and easier|theorem for signed programs.
Proof of Proposition 5 (sketch). Let P be a program with a splitting sequence U = hU i < such that all U-components of P are signed. A level mapping f required in the de nition of order-consistency can be de ned as follows: For each a t o m A, f(A) is the least ordinal such that A 2 U . Assume, on the other hand, that P is order-consistent, and let f be the corresponding level mapping. Arrange all atoms in a trans nite sequence hA i < so that f(A ) < f (A ) whenever < . A splitting sequence for P can be de ned by U = S < (P + A P ; A ). For this sequence U, a l l U-components of P are signed.
Conclusion
The usefulness of splitting is illustrated in this paper by s e v eral applications. The Splitting Set Theorem is also employed in the paper \Language Independence and Language Tolerance in Logic Programs" McCain and Turner, 1993 ], which appears in this volume. It is used there to prove one of the central results|Theorem 6.1, which shows that, under some conditions, one can ignore the fact that the language of a logic program is many-sorted. We expect that, in the future, the idea of splitting will nd many other uses.
